
G4S Utility Services is the UK’s largest metering 
services business, providing data collection and meter 
operations up and down the country. Its team makes 
more than 50 million visits each year – and provides 
readings for all the big energy suppliers. 

As part of a wider project, G4S needed a tried 
and trusted partner to help bring smart meters to 
thousands of UK homes and businesses. And O2  

was the clear choice.
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How we got here

All over the world, people are using smart meters to better 
understand how much energy they’re using, and how they 
can cut back. It’s a brave new world. And one that’s also 
helping new technologies – like renewable energy and  
electric cars – play a much bigger role in helping us all shift  
to a sustainable, digital future.   

Actually, the opportunity is so great that the government is 
aiming to have an electricity and gas smart meter in every 
home by the end of 2019. It’s a big job and companies 
like G4S are already involved supporting the big energy 
companies.  

Our network has been running for 25 years, carrying over 
23 million customer calls, texts and data. We also invested 
over £1million in our network each and every day in 2012.  
And that made us the number one choice for managed 
connectivity for G4S.

 

How we helped

A robust, UK-wide approach 
We supplied our global SIM cards to ensure G4S could monitor 
the status and connectivity across millions of household meters. 
Our near-total coverage also meant G4S could operate 
seamlessly all over the UK.  

Real-time data and reports   
Working with our partner Jasper Wireless also meant we  
could help G4S benefit from things like instant SIM activation, 
real-time diagnostics tools, and detailed billing and usage 
reports. As well as global visibility of connections.

Fast and fluid roll-out 
To date, we’ve helped G4S install over 300,000 smart meters. 
Plus over another million are planned for one of the UK’s ‘big 
six’ energy suppliers. It’s already become one of the largest 
m2m deals in the UK. And we couldn’t be more excited  
about the future.  
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